. In contrast to the CFs, parallel gether with a graded parallel fiber synaptic array (codfibers, which are the axons of cerebellar granule neuing the conditioned stimulus) leads to long-term rons, each make contact with many Purkinje neurons.
induction via Ca 2ϩ influx through voltage-gated chanmicroscopy. In addition, CFs show remarkable morphological plasticity in response to injury or genetic manipunels, occurring during the complex spike. The parallel lation of Purkinje neurons (reviewed by Strata and Rossi, fibers release glutamate, which acts upon both mGluR1 1998). Therefore, we have recorded CF-evoked excitand AMPA receptors. Subsequent to these initial sigatory postsynaptic currents (EPSCs) using whole-cell nals, there is a requirement for PKC activation. NMDA patch clamp recordings in a cerebellar slice preparation receptor activation is not required for LTD induction, to test the hypothesis that the CF synapse can express consistent with the observation that functional NMDA LTD and to begin to define the molecular requirements receptor expression is downregulated in Purkinje neufor its induction. rons after the first week of postnatal life (Krupa and Cré pel, 1990; Rosenmund et al., 1992). The involvement Results of an NO/cGMP/PKG pathway in cerebellar LTD induction has also been suggested (reviewed by Linden and Visualized whole-cell patch clamp recordings were Connor, 1995; Daniel et al., 1998) .
made from the somata of Purkinje neurons in cerebellar While the prevailing dogma has been that CF-Purkinje slices prepared from young rats (P14-P26). Extracellular neuron synaptic strength is invariant, recent evidence stimulating electrodes were placed in the underlying has caused us to reexamine this issue. Essentially, all granule cell layer to activate the CF, and in the molecular of the signaling systems that we believe are necessary layer to activate parallel fibers ( Figure 1A Figure 2A ). most negative holding potential employed for EPSC Paired-pulse depression (PPD) is a form of short-term measurements). These responses were then scaled to plasticity (Zucker, 1999 ) previously observed at the CFallow for a comparison of kinetics ( Figure 1D ). This Purkinje neuron synapse in which the second of two shows that while the kinetics of the rising phase was pulses applied at intervals of Ͻ5 s is attenuated. This unaltered at these two holding potentials, the decay of phenomenon has been shown to be presynaptically methe CF EPSC was slowed at ϩ40 mV. Therefore Further experiments using a longer interval between te-CF LTD recorded in those cells for which simultaneous tanic stimuli were not peformed, as a control experiment monitoring of parallel fiber EPSCs was successful revealed that 25 min of whole-cell recording prior to (81.6% Ϯ 5.3% of baseline at t ϭ 30-35 min, n ϭ 9) was tetanization was sufficient to produce a significant atsimilar to that of the complete CF LTD group (79.6% Ϯ tenuation in the reliability and amplitude of subsequent 4.4% of baseline at t ϭ 30-35 min, n ϭ 15). Induction LTD induction (92.5% Ϯ 6.3% of baseline at t ϭ 45-50 of LTD was not associated with significant alterations min, n ϭ 5). of either series resistance (103.2% Ϯ 1.6% of baseline Could LTD of the CF EPSC solely reflect changes in at t ϭ 30-35 min, n ϭ 15; Figure 2D ) or input resistance voltage-gated as opposed to synaptic conductances? (98.5% Ϯ 2.6% of baseline at t ϭ 30-35 min, n ϭ 15; While voltage-gated conductances do not appear to Figure 2D ). This, together with the stability of the parallel contribute to the rising phase of the CF EPSC recorded fiber responses, indicates that CF LTD does not merely at a holding potential of Ϫ40 to Ϫ20 mV ( Figure 1D ), we reflect a global alteration in properties of the Purkinje wished to provide a more direct test of this question. neuron or the recording electrode.
To do this, CF test pulses were applied at a holding The CF LTD and associated experiments illustrated potential of ϩ7.5 to ϩ15 mV, resulting in CF-evoked in While the experiments on EPSCs were conducted in recording in the intact cerebellum, the 30 s duration is not. CFs in behaving animals typically fire bursts of two voltage clamp mode, the Purkinje neuron dendrite is elaborate and contains voltage-gated channels at high to six action potentials. An important line of future investigation will be to apply stimulus protocols to CFdensity, raising the possibility that alterations in dendritic excitability could attenuate CF EPSCs and thereby Purkinje neuron synapses in a slice preparation consisting of natural CF firing patterns recorded in behaving underlie the expression of CF LTD. To begin to address this issue, it was shown that CF LTD could also be animals in order to determine if LTD may be induced. What might be the consequences of CF LTD for ceredetected using outward CF EPSCs recorded at a holding potential of ϩ7.5 to ϩ15 mV, at which voltage-gated bellar function? Perhaps, due to a high safety factor for evoking complex spikes, the 20% attenuation of EPSC Na ϩ and Ca 2ϩ currents should be completely inactivated. While this experiment suggests that CF LTD repamplitude produced by CF LTD is of no relevance for cerebellar function and is merely an "evolutionary byresents a true change in synaptic strength, it does not exclude the possibility that CF tetanization might also product" of the biochemical mechanisms used for parallel fiber LTD. However, we have shown that tetanization produce alterations in dendritic excitability in currentclamped cells.
of In Marr-Albus-Ito learning models, CF activation is invariant and codes for "errors" such as the unantici-
